Objectives: To effectively manage current task demands, attention must be focused on task-relevant information while task-irrelevant information is rejected. However, in everyday life, people must cope with emotions, which may interfere with actual task demands and may challenge functional attention allocation. Control of interfering emotions has been associated with the proper functioning of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC). As DLPFC dysfunction is evident in subjects with ADHD and in subjects with alcohol dependence, the current study sought to examine the bottom-up effect of emotional distraction on task performance in both disorders.
Introduction
Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) is a childhood-onset syndrome consisting of inattentive, hyperactive, and impulsive characteristics [1] . Approximately 65% of children and adolescents with ADHD show partial remission by the age of 25, whereas 15% continue to meet full DSM-IV criteria [2] . Given a prevalence rate of 2.9% to 4.4%, ADHD is one of the most common psychiatric disorders in adulthood [3, 4] . Compared to children with ADHD, affected adults show fewer hyperactive symptoms, but their inattentive and impulsive symptoms persist [5] . These symptoms cause complications in areas such as work, social life, and relationships [6, 7] . Subjects with ADHD are often susceptible to alcoholism [8] [9] [10] . It has been shown that the risk of developing an alcohol use disorder is increased by a factor of 1.7 in children with ADHD [11] . Furthermore, adult alcoholics with ADHD have been found to begin to exceed the critical level of alcohol use earlier [8] and show a pattern of longer-lasting abuse [12] compared with non-ADHD alcoholics.
Deficits in emotion regulation (ER) have been reported in children and adolescents [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] as well as in adults with ADHD (for a review, see [18] ). ER deficits seem to be prominent especially in the combined subtype [13] [14] , which suggests an association with hyperactive-impulsive symptoms and therefore with deficient inhibitory control of inadequate emotional expression. Studies that have focused on the expressive aspect of emotional dysregulation in children with ADHD have found an increased expression of negative affect in potentially frustrating situations [14, 15, 17] . Importantly, emotional dysregulation has been negatively associated with social status and peer preference [14, 15] , which underlines the relevance of these deficits for everyday life. Likewise, deficits in ER have been reported in alcohol-dependent subjects [19, 20] and have been linked with alcohol dependency severity [21, 22] . Because the severity of alcohol dependency has been related to inhibition deficits [23] , a connection between deficient inhibitory capacities and impaired ER is suggested. Thus, ER deficits may be caused by deficient inhibitory control over emotional responses in both ADHD and alcohol dependence.
Barkley [24] suggests that deficits in emotional self-regulation in subjects with ADHD arise from increased emotional impulsivity (i.e., a lowered threshold and increased speed of responding to emotional cues), which itself is the result of a lack of effortful executive control. Executive control thus does not reflect a unitary construct but rather represents an accumulation of cognitive functions that subserve adaptive, goal-directed behavior. For example, executive functions encompass the allocation of attention toward task-relevant information, the inhibition of task-irrelevant information, planning, and behavior monitoring (for reviews, see [25, 26] ). In Barkley's model [24] , self-regulation, or executive control, is conceptualized as a sequential construct that incorporates the inhibition of emotion-induced inappropriate behavior, self-calming, attention refocusing, and organized goal orienting. Likewise, Nigg and Casey [27] argue that ER deficits in ADHD are the result of a dysregulation of the frontolimbic circuitry that incorporates the amygdala, ventral striatum, and prefrontal topdown modulatory areas. Expanding the network of emotion processing according to the current state of research in healthy subjects, the regions most commonly involved in the generation of emotions involve the amygdala, the ventral striatum, the ventromedial prefrontal cortex, and the insula. However, executive control is exerted mainly by the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), the anterior cingulate cortex, the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex, and the dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (for a review, see [28] ).
Despite the fact that subjects with ADHD and subjects with alcohol dependence seem to suffer from top-down ER deficits, little is known about their prerequisites, the bottom-up effects of dysfunctional emotion processing. In this sense, deficient attentional control of interfering emotional stimuli or a lowered threshold for emotional cues [24] might cause emotional overreagibility, which, in turn, might be a prerequisite for subsequent deficits in effortful behavioral control. Attentional control is thus defined as the ability to orient attention to task-relevant information while inhibiting task-irrelevant information [29] [30] [31] , a function that has been shown to rely on the DLPFC [32] .
One way to examine the attentional control of interfering emotional stimuli in experimental contexts is by using paradigms of emotional interference control. In these paradigms, cognitive tasks are imposed that require a continuous orienting of attention to task-relevant information. While the subjects work on the task, emotionally salient but task-irrelevant distractors are imposed, and an experimenter examines how these distractors interfere with attentional control (i.e., the degree to which performance deteriorates in the distractor's presence when compared with its absence) [33] . Assuming a limited number of attentional resources in the individual, task-irrelevant but emotionally salient distractors interfere with the primary task and cause a ''fight for resources''. In this way, the bottom-up effect of emotional distraction and a lack of cognitive control cause an over-allocation of resources to the emotional distractors and an under-allocation of resources to the primary task, which results in impaired task performance.
According to this ''neuro-competitive'' model introduced by Iordan, Dolcos, and Dolcos [34] , increased susceptibility to emotional interference is believed to be grounded in an imbalance of activity between the dorsal executive control system (incorporating the DLPFC and the lateral parietal cortex) and the ventral emotion processing system (incorporating the amygdala, the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex, and the medial prefrontal cortex), whereby a hypofunction of the executive control system causes impaired executive control over emotional responses. This model is supported by recent meta-analytic findings [35] that have identified the neuronal structures that are responsible for emotion processing (amygdala, superior temporal gyrus, insula, medial anterior cingulate cortex), cognitive control (supplementary motor area, superior parietal lobule, DLPFC), and the integration of emotion processing and cognitive control processes (subgenual anterior cingulate cortex, precuneus). Furthermore, the authors found the DLPFC and the inferior parietal lobule to be specifically involved in the processing of task-irrelevant emotional distractors, which underlines their unique role in attention allocation processes.
In the current study, we implemented a working memory (''nback'') task that requires attentional control as exerted by the DLPFC [36] . At the same time, we induced emotional interference by presenting pictures of varying emotional salience while participants performed the working memory task. Given its key role in emotional interference control by attention allocation processes [35] , DLPFC functionality should be affected by emotional content; that is, emotionally salient but task-irrelevant stimuli should withdraw attention from the working memory task and should result in poorer task performance in terms of prolonged response times and decreased performance accuracy.
Testing this hypothesis in adults with ADHD, Marx et al. [37] recently found that those with the disorder displayed enhanced distractibility by emotionally salient stimuli in terms of lower performance accuracy when compared with non-affected controls. Specifically, the performance of subjects with ADHD deteriorated in the presence of emotionally low salience distractors, but that of the controls did not deteriorate until emotionally high salience distractors were presented. However, to our knowledge, no comparable research examining emotional interference control in alcoholics exists. Because working memory (WM) deficits have been demonstrated in individuals with ADHD [38, 39] and in individuals with alcoholism [40] , suggesting DLPFC dysfunction, and because both disorders show ER deficits, it remains unclear whether the disorders share a common dysfunction in the emotion processing system or whether deficient emotional interference control is specific to ADHD. WM deficits have been shown to be comparably stable in the course of ADHD [40, 41] , but these deficits seem to vary as a function of abstinence duration in alcohol-dependent individuals, with medium-sized effects emerging for short-term (up to one month) and intermediate-term (up to one year) abstinence and small effect sizes emerging for long-term abstinence (more than one year) [40] . Thus, WM deficits seem ''trait-like'' in adults with persisting ADHD and ''state-like'' in adults with alcohol dependency depending on the duration of abstinence, such that subjects with ADHD might be more susceptible to emotional interferences.
The current study aims to compare adults with ADHD (without comorbid alcohol dependence) and adults with alcohol dependence (without comorbid ADHD) relative to healthy control subjects in their ability to cope with emotional interferences while performing an emotional working memory (''n-back'') task. First, we expect all groups to display performance deterioration as a function of task difficulty and the degree of distractor salience.
Second, we expect individuals with ADHD and alcoholic individuals to display WM deficits in comparison to controls. Third, because the two disorders have emotion processing deficits in common, we expect both groups of patients to be more distractible by task-irrelevant emotional stimuli, as indicated by larger performance deterioration under emotionally arousing conditions in comparison to controls. Fourth, because DLPFC dysfunction seems to be more stable over time in ADHD, the emotional interference effect should be more accentuated in the ADHD group compared with the alcoholism group. Fifth, because enhanced emotional distractibility implies a larger amount of attention allocation to emotional distractors, we expect that the ADHD group and alcoholic individuals will memorize the emotional stimuli better than the control group will, with alcoholic subjects outperforming those with ADHD.
Methods

Participants
As there is no prior knowledge of gender differences in emotional interference control in subjects with ADHD and in subjects with alcohol dependence, we decided to only include males to control for potential confounding variables associated with gender. The inclusion of males only was driven by sampling considerations. The gender ratio is balanced in adults with ADHD [42] , while it is increased by a factor of two to three in alcoholics in favor of males [43] [44] [45] . Moreover, comorbid disorders hardly differ between alcohol-dependent males and females [44] , whereas gender-related differences are present in subjects with ADHD [46, 47] . This is another potentially confounding variable that we aimed to control for.
The study sample consisted of 68 male participants (22 subjects with ADHD, 16 subjects with alcohol dependence, and 30 healthy controls) who were 18 to 45 years old. The participants in the ADHD condition were recruited from the ADHD outpatient service of the Department of Psychiatry and Psychotherapy at the University Medicine Rostock. University hospital employees and students who were recruited via announcements served as controls. All participants with ADHD and 21 controls represent the male subsample of subjects who took part in the previously published study by Marx et al. [37] . Inpatients engaging in detoxification at the Department of Psychiatry and Psychotherapy and inpatients from a local specialist hospital for addictive disorders (Friedrich-Petersen-Klinik) formed the group of subjects with alcohol dependence.
The diagnostic procedure for all of the participants included extensive psychiatric examination using the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis I and II Disorders (SCID) [48] and the Personality Styles and Disorders Inventory (PSSI) [49] . Adult ADHD was assessed using German versions of the Barkley Interview [50] , the Wender-Reimherr Interview [51] , and the following questionnaires: a short version of the Wender Utah Rating Scale (WURS-k) [52] , which was used to quantify ADHD symptoms in childhood; the Conners' Adult ADHD Rating Scales (CAARS-S:L) [53] ; a short self-rating questionnaire based on the DSM-IV criteria (ADHS-SB) [51] , which was used to assess current ADHD symptoms; and the Barratt Impulsiveness Scale (BIS-10) [54] . The ADHD diagnosis was assigned by a senior clinical psychiatrist and included the following criteria: a WURS-k sum score $30 points [55] ; an age-and gender-adjusted total ADHD symptom subscale score of $1.5 SD above the mean on the CAARS-S:L; substantial impairment in more than one setting; and clinically relevant psychological strain. Alcohol dependence was diagnosed by means of the SCID, and additional information was gathered concerning the year of first alcohol consumption, the amount of alcohol consumed prior to treatment, the number of detoxifications, and the number of other alcohol-related treatments. In addition, the Alcohol Withdrawal Scale (AWS) [56] was used to assess whether alcohol withdrawal symptoms were currently observable in the participants. Participants who scored above 0 were excluded from the study. The intellectual capacity of all subjects was assessed with a short version of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Revised (HAWIE-R) [57] . The alcohol-dependent and control subjects underwent the same diagnostic procedure as the subjects with ADHD.
The exclusion criteria for all of the participants included an IQ lower than 80, a neurological or endocrine disorder known to affect brain function, previous head injury, current depressive disorder, lifetime schizophrenia spectrum disorder, and borderline personality disorder. Furthermore, severe cognitive dysfunction (amnestic syndrome, dementia), current intoxication, symptoms of alcohol withdrawal, and severe impairment of liver functioning as measured by the Gamma GT served as exclusion criteria in the alcohol dependency group. Additionally, addiction in the ADHD group and in the control group as well as ADHD in the alcohol dependency group and in the control group served as exclusion criteria.
In the ADHD group, 16 subjects were combined subtype, five were primarily inattentive, and one subject was primarily hyperactive/impulsive. Half of the subjects were drug naïve; the others had taken methylphenidate previously but were free of any medication for a minimum of 72 h prior to testing. Within the ADHD group, one subject suffered from adjustment disorder, and seven subjects had a personality disorder (other than BPD). In the alcohol dependence group, one subject suffered from a panic disorder, one suffered from a THC addiction, two suffered from polytoxicomania, and three had a personality disorder (other than BPD). The three experimental groups did not differ from each other with regard to age, but subjects with alcohol dependence had lower IQ values compared with the ADHD and control subjects. It should be noted that the relatively high IQ values could be due to the use of the short version of the WAIS, which depends on relatively old German norms. Rather than examining a group of only well-educated subjects, educational and occupational levels were mixed in the experimental groups. The subjects with ADHD displayed increased ADHD symptom severity compared with the alcohol-dependent subjects, and the alcohol-dependent subjects displayed increased ADHD symptom severity compared with the controls. The basic demographic and clinical sample characteristics are shown in Table 1 .
Experimental Tasks and Measures
Initially, a classical n-back task was applied. In this task, participants are presented with stimuli and are asked to indicate whether the currently presented stimulus is the same as the one presented n steps earlier in the sequence. The task consisted of eight 1-back and eight 2-back blocks, which were presented randomly. Each block consisted of 14 letters (4 targets, 10 distractors), and the subjects were asked to indicate targets by pressing the left mouse button (''yes'') and distractors by pressing the right mouse button (''no''). The respective n-back condition was indicated by the number ''1'' or ''2'', which appeared at the beginning of each block. The entire task was preceded by two practice trials for each n-back condition.
Subsequently, the participants performed the emotional variant of the task [37] : they worked on the n-back task while simultaneously being presented with emotional background picture stimuli. The subjects were explicitly instructed to ignore the emotionally laden pictures and to process the task as quickly and as accurately as possible. The task consisted of nine 1-back and nine 2-back blocks, where each n-back condition consisted of 3 blocks with 14 neutral, low emotionally salient, or high emotionally salient pictures. Each block contained 14 randomly presented stimuli (4 targets, 10 distractors), and both the pictures within the blocks and the blocks themselves were presented in random order. Each picture was presented for a duration of 3,000 ms. After 1,250 ms had elapsed, the n-back letter was presented in the middle of the screen for a duration of 500 ms. In total, 252 affective pictures were presented, with ratings ranging from ''1'' (negative valence; low arousal) to ''9'' (positive valence; high arousal) : [58] , and 52 of the neutral stimuli were collected and evaluated in the department's own research laboratory. The stimuli will be provided upon request to the corresponding author.
After completing the emotional n-back task, all of the subjects performed a surprise recognition memory task in which all 256 pictures that had been used in the first task and 54 new pictures (18 per salience category) were presented in randomized order. The participants were asked to indicate on a four-point scale whether the picture had been presented before (1 = no, certain 2 = no, uncertain, 3 = yes, uncertain, 4 = yes, certain).
Dependent Variables
For both versions of the n-back task, the median of the reaction time for correctly identified targets (RT) and the individual discrimination indices for performance accuracy (d9) were used as dependent variables, with the d9 calculated based on the signal detection theory as follows: d9 = z (hits/number of targets) -z (false alarms/number of distractors). The resulting value range was -4.66#x#+4.66, with more negative values indicating poorer performance. For the recognition task, the ratings were binarized (known and unknown) prior to computation of the d9.
Covariates of Interest
The Questionnaire of Current Motivation (QCM) [59] is an 18-item questionnaire that was designed to assess the current motivational aspects of task completion, including the dimensions of task interest, perceived challenge, mastery confidence, and incompetence fear, according to the cognitive-motivational process model [60] . Subjects are asked to evaluate the items on a seven-point Likert rating scale (from 1 = disagree to 7 = agree), with higher scores reflecting higher task-related motivation. Differences in education history (subjects with ADHD more often attend special schools, repeat grades, receive special educational services and are less likely to graduate from school) [61, 62] , selfesteem, and control beliefs (subjects with ADHD have a more external locus of control and suffer from lower self-esteem) [63] [64] [65] may differentially affect task-related motivation in experimental groups; therefore, the QCM was considered a possible covariate of interest in the present study to rule out systematic motivational group differences that might have existed prior to the experimental manipulation of reward options in the present study and that might independently impact the dependent variables. The prognostic value of the QCM was demonstrated by showing that mastery confidence and incompetence fear predicted learning performance in a complex, computer-simulated system [60] . Moreover, the task properties (self-regulated vs. question guided) and characteristics of the subject (''slow learners'' vs. ''fast learners'') were demonstrated to mediate the association of task interest and challenge with learning success [59] . In this study, we adopted the following QCM items: (1) ''I enjoy doing this kind of task,'' (2) ''The task seems very interesting to me,'' (3) ''I'm very curious about how well I will perform the task,'' and (4) ''I'm a little bit scared that I could make a fool of myself''. The subjects answered these four items subsequent to the practice trial. The individual mean score, with item four inverted, served as an indicator of the potential motivational group differences in task engagement.
Procedure
The examination took place at the research laboratory of the Department of Psychiatry and Psychotherapy, University Medicine Rostock. After the study purposes were explained to the subjects non-specifically, the subjects were seated in the quiet and dimmed experiment room and worked on the experimental tasks. Both of the n-back tasks were projected onto a white screen using a Sanyo 285 LCD Z2 projector. The subjects' distance to the screen was approximately 138 inches, and the screen had a width of 51 inches. The visual angle was 21 degrees. The experimental paradigm was presented using presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems Inc., Berkeley, CA, USA), which was installed on a desktop PC (Compaq HP dc 5700; CPU: Pentium 4, 3 GHz; 1 GB RAM). The total duration of the test was approximately 60 minutes.
The study was conducted in accordance with the latest version of the Declaration of Helsinki. The ethics committee of the Faculty of Medicine of the University of Rostock approved this study (registration number: A 2012-0020). The subjects were provided with information about the task to be performed and the study procedure, and written informed consent was obtained from all of the participants. All of the subjects were able to consent (i.e., they were able to understand, reproduce, and draw a rational conclusion based on the information provided in the written subject information). Subjects who did not have the capacity or ability to consent were excluded according to the exclusion criteria.
Statistical Analyses
The data were analyzed using SPSS version 17 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Tests of the group differences in sociodemographic and clinical data and task-related motivation were performed using univariate analyses of variance (ANOVAs). The group differences in the dependent variables (RT, d9) were analyzed using repeated-measures ANCOVAs with the diagnostic group (subjects with ADHD; alcohol-dependent subjects; controls) as the between-subjects factor, the n-back level (1-back; 2-back) and emotional salience (neutral; low emotionally salient; high emotionally salient) as the within-subject factors, and IQ as the covariate. In cases of significant main or interaction effects, posthoc group comparisons were conducted. Multiple comparisons were corrected using the Bonferroni procedure. Prior to the analyses, the raw data were z-transformed to examine extreme outliers (z.3.0). Two extreme outliers were detected and were replaced by the respective group means. The significance level for all of the tests was p#0.05. The partial eta-squared (g p 2 ) is reported as a measure of the effect size.
Results
Because psychostimulants have been demonstrated to improve working memory performance [66] by improving prefrontal cortex activity [67, 68] , we compared the drug-naïve ADHD subjects with those who had discontinued their medication in relation to the dependent variables in the classical n-back task prior to all subsequent analyses. No subgroup differences were observed for RT or d9 (all ps.0.05). Importantly, the ADHD subgroups did not differ from each other with regard to age, t(20) = 20.07, p = .95, ns, intellectual capacity, t(20) = 20.20, p = .84, ns, or task-related motivation, t(20) = 1.00, p = .33, ns and were thus analyzed as a group.
Task-Related Motivation
The experimental groups did not differ from each other in terms of their initial task-related motivation, F(2,65) = 1.97, p = . 15 
Classical N-back Task
No group differences for RT emerged (all ps.0.05), but a between-subjects effect of working memory load was found for d9, F(2,63) = 12.17, p,.001, g p 2 = .28, and post-hoc comparisons indicated that subjects with ADHD and alcohol-dependent subjects were both impaired relative to controls (CON vs. ADHD: p,.001; CON vs. ALC: p = .007; ADHD vs. ALC: p = 1.00) (see Figure 1) . No further significant effects emerged (all ps.0.05). The mean reaction times and accuracy scores for the classical n-back task are presented in Table 2 .
Emotional N-back Task
Working memory load affected d9, F(1.61) = 5.97, p = .02, g p 2 = .09, with all subjects responding less accurately in the 2-back condition compared with the 1-back condition. Likewise, the emotional salience of the background picture stimuli affected d9, F(2,122) = 3.26, p = .04, g p 2 = .05, in all subjects. The post-hoc analyses revealed that performance accuracy decreased gradually when the salience of the background pictures increased (neutral vs. low salience pictures: p = .04; neutral vs. high salience pictures: p, .001; low salience vs. high salience pictures: p = .04). Group differences emerged both for RT, F(2,60) = 3.25, p = .05, g p 2 = .10, and for d9, F(2,61) = 5.84, p = .005, g p 2 = .16. Alcohol-dependent subjects displayed prolonged RTs relative to controls (CON vs. ADHD: p = .85, ns; CON vs. ALC: p = .04; ADHD vs. ALC: p = .47, ns), and subjects with ADHD displayed decreased d9 compared with controls (CON vs. ADHD: p = .004; CON vs. ALC: p = 1.00, ns; ADHD vs. ALC: p = .16, ns) (see Figure 1) . Furthermore, an emotion x group interaction effect emerged both for RT, F(4,120) = 3.75, p = .007, g p 2 = .11, and for d9, F(4,122) = 3.56, p = .009, g p 2 = .10. RTs differed between the groups when high salience pictures were presented, F(2,65) = 3.21, p = .05, g p 2 = .10, but the subsequently conducted post-hoc tests yielded insignificant results (all ps..05). When emotional distractor salience increased, performance accuracy deteriorated in subjects with ADHD, F(2,38) = 11.08, p,.001, g p 2 = .37, and in alcohol-dependent subjects, F(2,30) = 6.05, p = .006, g p 2 = .29, but not in controls, F(2,58) = 2.79, p = .07, ns. The performance of subjects with ADHD deteriorated in the presence of low salience pictures (neutral vs. low salience pictures: p = .009; neutral vs. high salience pictures: p,.001; low salience vs. high salience pictures: p = 1.00, ns), whereas that of alcohol-dependent subjects did not deteriorate until high salience pictures were presented (neutral vs. low salience pictures: p = .84, ns; neutral vs. high salience pictures: p = .001; low salience vs. high salience pictures: p = .20, ns) (see Figure 2) . No further effects were significant (all ps.0.05). The mean reaction times and accuracy scores for the emotional n-back task can be derived from Table 3 .
Surprise Recognition Memory Task
The three experimental groups differed significantly in their picture recognition performance, F(2,56) = 8.73, p,.001, g p 2 = .24, with subjects with ADHD outperforming both alcoholdependent subjects and controls (CON vs. ADHD: p = .003; CON vs. ALC: p = 1.00, ns; ADHD vs. ALC: p = .002) (see Figure 3) . No further effects were significant (all ps.0.05). The accuracy scores for the surprise recognition memory task are provided in Table 4 . All between-subjects effects and between-within interaction effects are displayed in Figure 1 .
Association between N-Back Task Performance and Picture Recognition Accuracy
Overall performance accuracy as measured by the average d9 across all experimental conditions was negatively associated with subsequent picture recognition in alcohol-dependent subjects 
Association between N-Back Task Performance and Inattentive and Hyperactive/Impulsive Symptoms
The correlation analyses between the CAARS-S:L DSM-IV inattention and hyperactivity/impulsivity subscale sum scores and overall performance accuracy revealed that in subjects with ADHD (r = 20.50, p = .03) and in controls (r = 20.37, p = .05), but not in alcohol-dependent subjects (r = 0.09, p = .75, ns), d9 was negatively correlated with inattention, whereas no significant correlations emerged for hyperactivity/impulsivity (all ps.0.05).
Discussion
The current study sought to examine the pattern of emotional interference control in adult males with ADHD and in adult males with alcohol dependence. Given the role of the DLPFC in coping with emotional distractors and based on the knowledge of common but differentially pronounced DLPFC dysfunction in Control of Emotional Interference in ADHD and Alcohol Dependence PLOS ONE | www.plosone.orgsubjects with ADHD and in subjects with alcohol dependence, we expected both clinical groups to display WM deficits and emotional interference control deficits when compared with controls, with the emotional interference control deficit being more accentuated in those with ADHD.
As expected, WM deficits were observed in both clinical groups, with a dissociation of the quality of this deficit emerging in the emotional version compared with the classical version of the task. Whereas both clinical groups displayed decreased performance accuracy compared with the controls in the classical task, subjects with ADHD displayed decreased performance accuracy but alcohol-dependent subjects displayed increased response times in the emotional version of the task. This effect might be interpreted as indicating that alcohol-dependent subjects, by taking more time to make their decisions, were able to ensure performance quality that paralleled that of the control group, suggesting a less pronounced WM deficit in alcohol-dependent subjects.
Moreover, a deficit in coping with emotional interferences was found in both clinical groups. Whereas the controls displayed stable performance accuracy across all salience levels (i.e., they were not at all susceptible to the emotional content of the implemented pictorial distractors), the performance of subjects with ADHD deteriorated in the presence of low salience pictures, whereas that of alcohol-dependent subjects did not deteriorate until high salience pictures were presented. Thus, the emotional interference control deficit was more pronounced in subjects with ADHD. This interpretation is underlined by three facts: (1) Subjects with ADHD accurately recognized more distractor pictures from the emotional n-back task subsequent to task performance, indicating larger attention allocation to the emotional distractors or, in other words, impaired interference control relative to alcoholics and controls. (2) Picture recognition accuracy was negatively associated with WM performance in the alcoholic group but not in the ADHD and control groups, suggesting an association between the ability to suppress emotional distractors and success in n-back task performance solely in alcoholdependent subjects. This association might be lacking in the controls because they fully concentrated on the primary task, as suggested by their lack of susceptibility to the emotional distractors, whereas subjects with ADHD might overallocate their Table 2 . Descriptive Statistics for the Classical N-back Task Performance. 0.89 ADHD = Subjects with ADHD, ALC = Alcoholics, CON = Controls. Group = between-subjects effect of experimental group membership, N-back = within-subjects effect of task difficulty, N-back x Group = within-betweensubjects interaction effect, Emotion = within-subjects effect of the emotional salience of the background picture stimuli, Emotion x Group = within-between-subjects interaction effect. M = Mean, SD = Standard Deviation. neu = neutral pictures, low = low emotional salience, high = high emotional salience. attention to distractors, as suggested by their breakdown in performance accuracy with increasing distractor salience. (3) Consequently, in subjects with ADHD and in the controls but not in alcohol-dependent subjects, performance accuracy was negatively associated with ADHD inattentive symptoms, suggesting that inattention seems to contribute to the emotional interference control deficit in ADHD but not in alcohol dependence.
With regard to task validity, all subjects displayed decreased performance accuracy in the 2-back condition compared with the 1-back condition as well as gradually decreasing performance accuracy with increasing distractor salience in the emotional version of the task. Thus, although the manipulation of working memory load and distractor salience was successful in the emotional version of the task, the effect of WM load was not found in the classical version. Despite sensitivity to WM deficits in the clinical groups, the less complex task may have been too easy to provoke significant differences between the conditions, and the effect of WM load may have become more apparent in the more complex task that included additional visual stimulation.
Longitudinal studies are needed to examine the stability of the emotional interference deficit in subjects with ADHD and in alcohol-dependent subjects. Because DLPFC integrity seems permanently impaired in subjects with ADHD [40, 41] but seems to vary more strongly as a function of abstinence duration in alcohol-dependent subjects [40] , longitudinal studies would allow for the examination of recovery effects, which should be more prominent in the alcoholic group. Furthermore, longitudinal studies would allow for the examination of emotional interference control deficits resulting from prolonged alcoholism when working memory deficits become more severe.
In our study, we included males exclusively, but it would be interesting to include females in future studies. To the best of our knowledge, no research has addressed gender differences in emotional interference control in subjects with ADHD and in alcoholics, but a recently conducted study in healthy subjects using an emotional variant of the Stroop Task found no gender differences at the electrophysiological level [69] . However, there is some evidence for gender differences in the classical variant of the Stroop Task, which assesses cognitive interference control. This evidence demonstrates that females outperform males both in healthy subjects [70] and in subjects with ADHD [71] . However, the results still seem inconclusive for subjects with ADHD because other studies have found no gender differences [72, 73] . Functional imaging studies on emotion processing in healthy subjects suggest that females respond more strongly to negative emotional stimuli [74, 75] , but males more strongly recruit regulatory areas [76] . The latter finding is also evident in self-ratings of emotional control, in which males report suppressing their emotions to a larger degree than do women [77] . Furthermore, it has been found that differences in brain structure between females and males are associated with differences in ER and emotion expression [78] . More precisely, females were found to have larger right orbitofrontal and ventromedial prefrontal cortex volumes, and a larger ventromedial prefrontal cortex volume is associated with using emotion suppression strategies less often and with a more intense emotion expression. Thus, future studies are required to analyze whether the stronger emotional responsiveness and less frequent use of emotion regulation strategies in females might facilitate an increased susceptibility to emotional interferences or whether their possibly superior interference control might compensate for this. Beyond emotional interference control, future research should address the impact of gender differences on the development of comorbid affective disorders in subjects with ADHD and in alcoholics. For example, Biederman et al. [79, 80] found that girls with ADHD develop higher rates of major depressive disorder and anxiety disorders in their young adult years than do boys with ADHD, and Retz-Junginger, Rösler, Müller, and Retz [81] found that adult females with ADHD, who displayed elevated levels of emotional dysregulation when compared with males, were overrepresented among the clients of their outpatient services. In this sense, females with ADHD seem to be at particular risk for the development of affective disorders when compared with males with ADHD, which may be due to gender differences in emotion processing.
Limitations
Some methodological limitations of our study need to be considered. First, we included only male subjects. Thus, our results cannot be generalized to female subjects. Second, although the exclusion of comorbid psychiatric disorders that may have affected test performance resulted in a higher specificity of our findings, the impact of these comorbidities on emotional interference control will have to be examined in future studies. The importance of both gender and comorbidity aspects is suggested, for example, by recent findings demonstrating that females with ADHD, when compared with males, display higher rates of comorbid mood disorders [47] and borderline personality disorder [46] ; both of these disorders have emotional interference control deficits [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] . These findings suggest larger impairment in coping with emotional interferences in females than in males with ADHD. However, males and females with ADHD have been found to display differential brain activation patterns while performing the n-back task, with males, but not females, being impaired relative to controls [89] . These findings suggest that females with ADHD might be better able to block out emotional distractors [90] , which might parallel the impact of higher relevant comorbidity. Third, it should be noted that in the present study, the probability to detect group differences was reduced due to limited statistical power. This limitation might be especially true for the classical n-back task and the surprise recognition memory task, for which trend effects have been found.
Conclusions
The results of the present study suggest that subjects with ADHD and alcohol-dependent subjects share dysfunctions in a frontal-parietal-cerebellar network subserving working memory [91, 92] , as measured by their impaired n-back task performance relative to controls. Additionally, we were able to demonstrate that both clinical groups display an emotional interference control deficit, and this deficit is even more pronounced in subjects with ADHD. Whereas the performance of subjects with ADHD deteriorated in the presence of low emotionally salient distractors, the performance of alcohol-dependent subjects did not deteriorate until highly salient distractors were presented. Based on our data, we speculate that in subjects with ADHD, differences in attention allocation processes (as indicated by higher distractor recognition rates and a lack of negative correlation between task performance and subsequent distractor identification) and a more general attention deficit (as indicated by a positive correlation between nback task performance and clinical ratings of ADHD inattentive symptoms) contribute to the more pronounced deficit pattern. However, this hypothesis should be tested in future studies.
Considering the high comorbidity between ADHD and alcohol dependence, it remains unclear whether the emotional interference control deficit is more pronounced in subjects with both conditions. This is a question that should be addressed in future studies. Moreover, further research should consider how deficient emotional interference control is associated with behavioral markers of emotional dysregulation and adult comorbid psychopathology. In the case of emotion regulation, for example, it has been shown that children with more severe emotion dysregulation differ from those with milder impairment in terms of higher rates of unipolar and bipolar mood disorders, oppositional defiant disorders, and conduct disorders [93] . Because emotion regulation is preceded by the modulation of interfering emotionally laden stimuli in emotion processing and because emotional interference control seems to be deficient especially in subjects with ADHD, the regulatory deficit might mediate the link between impaired emotional interference control and adult psychopathology in subjects with the disorder.
